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Large capacity gas 
tank (5 gallons)

Nearly vertical sidewalls 
eliminates dead spots 

12-Ply tractor 
lug drive tires

Stainless Steel mixing 
chamber & auger flight

Flush mounted cylinder 
powers discharge door

Built-in hardware magnet 
on discharge chute

Joystick controlled 
steering

Twin Vertical Auger TMR FeedcartTwin Vertical Auger TMR Feedcart

14" Carbide tip 
hay knifes

Augers overlap for fast end-
to-end mixing & clean out



Push/Pull Selector Valve allows easy 
change between high & low auger speed.

Adjustable Hay Stop restricts the flow 
of long forages for faster cutting.

Safety Shutoff Bumper helps prevent 
serious injury.
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Maneuverability around corners will be 
enhanced with rounded or cutoff corners.
The alley dimensions listed below are the 
minimum with a 90° corner.

Alley Dimensions Guide

Standard Features...

These dimensions are the minimum allowable 
alley widths that still allow feedcart to drive from 
A to B & also B to A.

If you have only one tight corner, and you are 
driving through only from A to B; it may be 
possible to get through with less space in A alley.

Model Alley Alley Alley
A B A B A B

V945 58" 58" 54" 64" 50" 72"

V950 62" 62" 56" 68" 52" 74"

V960 65" 65" 59" 71" 56" 78"

V975 70" 70" 64" 78" 60" 86"

V995 78" 78" 72" 84" 68" 92"



...Improve Milk Production & Herd Health
 The V975 Rissler has really made a difference for my farm.  
The cows milk better and the components are much higher.   
The cows production increased about 4 lbs per day with 
4/10th higher fat & 2/10th higher protein.  It handles dry hay 
& baleage very well and makes a consistent mix every time.  I 
figure it paid for itself in about 16 months. 55 cows, PA

 We really like our V960 Rissler.  Now we can mix hay in the 
TMR for a more even feed.  We should have bought one a long 
time ago, as it would have paid for itself.  We saw almost a 
10 lb milk increase. 45 cows, PA

 I love my V950 Rissler, it's awesome!  What I like about it is 
that it mixes so quickly and I love the option of using the knives.  
Since we are using the vertical mixer the cows are doing much 
better; they have gone up in butterfat numbers. 92 cows, PA

 I would highly recommend a Rissler Twin Vertical TMR cart 
for everyone.  I've had no twisted stomachs since I started 
feeding TMR.  The cows went up 4 lbs of milk per day, and 
the fresh cows start better. 60 cows, PA

...Are Reliable
 I've owned the V945 Rissler for over a year now.  I do 11-14 
batches a day with it.  It has run flawlessly since day 1.  The desired 
results we were looking for (lowering cell count & more milk per cow) 
were met within the first few months.  We highly recommend this 
mixer for anyone looking for a reliable mixer. 150 cows, NY

 We have owned our V995 Rissler for over 2 years now, and it 
has been a vital part of our beef operation.  We use it to feed 1000 
head of Holstein steers every day of the year, and it has never let 
us down.  There were other brands of mixers out there, but none 
of them came close to the mixing time, feeding time, mix quality, 
or overall build quality that Rissler has.  I highly recommend these 
mixers to anyone in the market. 1,000 steers, WI

 I would definitely recommend a Rissler TMR cart.  It does a 
thorough job of mixing from one end to the other.  I have a V975 
for 4½ years now, with 3400 hrs on it, and I didn't have to fix a 
thing. 50 cows, IA

 My 2 V975 carts are the 5th & 6th Risslers I've purchased.  
Rissler stands behind their products.  The vertical cart is great 
because:  A lot faster feeding, the shape makes it maneuverable 
in a small silo room, mixes better than the chain mixers, and 
lower maintenance. 75 cows, PA

...Mix & Cut Very Well
 I like my V995 Rissler.  I feed lots of baleage from big square 
bales, and it really works well to process it.  I dislike conveyors, 
so with this mixer I can move to feed bins or silos as needed, plus 
use it to deliver feed directly to the cows. 60 cows, IN

 We like our V950 Rissler.  It is easy to maneuver even in narrow 
feed alleys.  Mixing and blending is both fast and complete.  
The large discharge door allows fast feeding.  It does well with 
chopping hay fine enough.  We would recommend a Rissler 
Twin Vertical TMR cart to friends because it fits well with today's 
criteria of high production. 87 cows, PA

...Work Better Than Single Auger Mixers
 I like my V975 Rissler for many reasons;  it holds more than 
my previous mixer while still being low clearance.  It cuts 
baleage faster & better than my old single screw TMR cart.  
The engine is larger but does not use more gas due to time 
saved cutting, mixing, & feeding. 40 cows, OH

 I like my V995 Rissler, it does a great job.  There's ample 
power to get all the ingredients cut & mixed together fast & 
efficiently, because it's built better for the job than my 
previous single auger mixer. 50 cows, NY

 It's handy to put the dry hay right in the mixer.  It chops it up 
nicely.  Another brand I tried had only 1 auger & it did not 
mix as well as the V960 Rissler Twin Vertical. 50 cows, PA

...Save Time
 We like our V960 Rissler.  We cut feeding time by 50%.  
The cows picked up 5 lbs of milk & butterfat improved.  Plus, 
reproduction & herd health is better. 65 cows, IN

 What I like about our V975 Rissler is its low maintenance.  The 
mixer mixes the feed very consistently.  The time to feed cows was 
cut in half by this machine.  Very well built machine! 72 cows, PA

 We have been using our V975 Rissler for 3 years now.  We 
have seen better conception rates since feeding TMR.  This 
mixer saves us a lot of time & energy.  Thank you for a great 
machine. 50 heifers, PA

Our customers say that Rissler Twin Verticals...
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Your Dealer Is

Twin Vertical Auger TMR FeedcartTwin Vertical Auger TMR Feedcart

Base models come with:  4" rubber top, left discharge, digital scale with EZ 400 indicator and NO knives.

EZ 400

EZ 3410

EZ 3410 scale features:
	 Horn alarm & signal light alerts operator 

of approaching preset weight.
	 Programmable Mix Batching; Per Cow, 

Percent, or Total Ingredient Basis.
	 First Ingredient Resizing – automatically 

adjusts remaining ingredients.
	 Manual or automatic advance to next 

ingredient.
	 Store up to 99 recipes.
	 Mix Timer.

EZ 400 scale features:
	 Basic "Weigh-Up/Weigh-Down" 

scale.
	 Tare and Net/Gross keys allow 

for quick display viewing.

Upgrades Available
Programmable, large display EZ 3410 scale indicator 6" rubber top (increases capacity approximately 5%)

External horn alarm (EZ 3410 only) to hear from inside silo 8" rubber top (increases capacity approximately 10%)

Knife kit (6 knives) Optional right hand or rear discharge door

Knife kit (10 knives) 18" Skid Power HD drive tires (V995 only)

Specifications Guide
Model V945 V950 V960 V975 V995

Mix Capacity with 4" rubber top (cu. ft.) 45 52 60 75 100

Height with 4" rubber top 64" 64" 64" 64" 66"

Width 37" 40" 44" 48" 54"

Length (including platform) 98" 102" 105" 112" 125"

Tub Length (inside) 63" 69" 75" 83" 95"

Discharge Door (w x h) 28 x 13½" 30 x 13½" 32 x 13½" 36 x 13½" 40 x 13½"

Engine Size 20 HP 20 HP 24 HP 24 HP 31 HP

Max Auger Speed (RPM) 69 62 67 62 53

Shipping Weight 1800 lbs. 1900 lbs. 2200 lbs. 2350 lbs. 2750 lbs.

Specifications subject to change without notice.


